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Weather radars missions
■

Detecting and estimating the quantity of rain

rotating antenna

radiofrequency wave

rain drops

Radar rain image
refreshed every 5 minutes

Weather radars missions
■

A key equipment to prevent weather hazards associated with heavy rains

Floods due to heavy rains

The French weather radar
network in mainland France

A hurricane in the Caribeans observed
by a French weather radar

Impact of wind farms on a weather radar
Beam blockage
■

The wind turbine masks the radar beam, hidding rain that is behind

■

Rain is underestimated, making weather forecast unreliable
Rain is « missing » in this
angular sector because the
radar is masked by wind farms
installed closed to the radar
masked
sector

Rain accumulation

Impact of wind farms on a weather radar
False reflection
■

The wind turbine reflects part of the radar signal, and is considered wrongly as « rain »

■

Rain is overestimated, making weather forecast unreliable
Fake very intense « rain »,
located next to wind turbines

the wind turbine
is seen as rain

Impact of wind farms on a weather radar
False reflection
■

Even wind turbines located at a large distance of a radar, are visible because of the
existence of « side lobes » in the transmitted signal.

■

Wind turbines can be observable by weather radar at distances up to 100 km, even if they
are completely out of the direction of the main beam.

Side lobes

Main lobe

(weaker)

(stronger)

height of the beam is
increasing with distance
usually passing above wind
farms at some distance

Impact of wind farms on a weather radar
False reflection
■

The radioelectric wave can follow a complex propagation path, with multi reflection on the
wind turbines of the same wind farm.

■

This extends the location of the impacted area.

The wind turbine is seen by the
radar at the wrong location. It
extends the spatial impacted area.

Impact of wind farms on a weather radar
False reflection
■

False reflection are hard to filter, contrary to classical « ground clutter », because the wind
turbine blades are moving, making them very similar to rain signal

■

Finally, data have often to be deleted from the final rain image

Data are deleted on the
known wind farms location

Organizing the sharing of space
The French example
■

Using formally approved simulation models, so that wind turbines impact can be estimated
before the installation

■

Defining quantitative criteria in national regulation based on the model results, to consider
that a wind farm is acceptable (eg. size of the impacted area, distance between distinct
impacted area etc.)

■

This process is:

■

―

transparent,

―

predictable,

―

allows to estimate the acceptability
very early in the project

―

allows to optimize the project

This simplified the relationship between
the National meterological service, and
wind farms developers.
Example of simulation output of the impact model.
Red cells are « impacted » area of weather data
because of wind farms (black dots).

Organizing the sharing of space
The French example
■

The simulation model can not be perfect : physical processes are complex, wind
turbines technology changes, radar data post-processing evolves...

■

This technical approach does not cancel the wind turbines impact on weather radar, but
it allows to estimate it and keep it at an acceptable level.

■

This is the technical implementation of a
necessary balance between two public
policies: developing renewable energy,
and preventing weather hazards.

Example of simulation output of the impact model.
Red cells are « impacted » area of weather data
because of wind farms (black dots).

